WHITE TARA FIVE ELEMENTS HEALING MEDITATION
Section 1: HEALING THE EARTH ELEMENT
This next meditation focuses on healing with the five elements.
Again focus on the visualized image of Tara before you. Send a strong request from
your heart, asking Tara to heal the earth element in your body, including your physical
parts, bones, tissues and organs. Whatever physical problems you might be having,
feel in your heart that Tara has the capacity to relieve the suffering you experience and
remove the deeper causes that brought the condition into being.
Say the next lines of the Tara prayer:
Brilliant light emanates from the syllable TAM within her heart, reaching infinite universes, and
collecting back the essence of inexhaustible vitality and the powerful blessings of wisdom mind. The
energy streams forth from Tara’s heart and body and completely absorbs this nectar of light, cleansing
and revitalizing my body, speech, and mind.
Soon you will recite or chant Tara’s mantra. If you are using a mala, you might count
one, three or five rounds for each of the five elements. The words send a signal to
Tara, asking her to take action. In response, Tara generates a tremendous amount of
light from her heart. The light reaches into the ten directions to all the earthly places
in all the universes to invite healing energy. In your mind’s eye you might see Tara’s
light reach to golden fields of ripening grain, sun-kissed sands, mountains bathed in
golden light and deep veins of gold beneath the surface of the earth. The strength and
capability of these earth places streams back into Tara and merges with her. As you
continue to say her mantra, this concentrated earth essence pours out from Tara’s
heart and showers over you in a radiant cascade of golden yellow light and liquid.
See it as an immense flood that bathes you inside and out, flowing over and through
each part of your body. As you chant Tara’s mantra, this golden light and liquid
strengthens and rebalances your bones, organs and tissues. Now recite the mantra:
OM TARE TUTTARE TURE SOHA three times. You may wish to pause the recording
during the mantra recitation and then resume listening.
As your body’s earth element is rejuvenated you become more grounded, steady and
coordinated and can more easily focus on whatever task you need to do. Think to
yourself that all the emotional and physical problems associated with the earth
element are purified and your body is rejuvenated and healed.
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Section 2: HEALING THE WATER ELEMENT
Now focus on the water element in your body – your blood and lymph and the fluids
in and around your cells. Since your body is 98 percent water, this element is very
important to your physical well-being. The water element is also related to your
emotions, which ebb and flow with a watery rhythm.
As before, make a strong request to Tara to rebalance and heal your water element. As
you say her mantra, light goes out from Tara’s heart reaching in ten directions to the
water places of the universe. In your mind’s eye, see the light touching the crested
waves of oceans, ponds and pools, gentle rains and powerful thunderstorms, brooks
and streams and mighty rivers, collecting their blessings. You don’t have to be
concerned that Tara is in any way robbing the world of its water energy. Actually,
since the water element in your body and the oceans, river and streams are connected,
as you heal and rejuvenate your internal water element, you are helping to cleanse and
purify the waters of the world – at least at an energetic level. The same is true for each
of the five elements in this meditation.
The strength and capability of these water places flows back into Tara in the form of
milky white light and liquid. This liquid crystal essence of water energy fills Tara’s
body and flows from her into and through you in a powerful flood of white light and
liquid, strengthening and rejuvenating your water element.
Now recite the mantra: OM TARE TUTTARE TURE SOHA x 3
Balancing your water element helps you to enjoy life and be more content with people
and situations. As your emotions begin to smooth out, they become calm, like the
surface of a peaceful lake. Affirm that the fluids in your body and your emotions
have been purified, harmonized and balanced.
Section 3: HEALING THE FIRE ELEMENT
The body’s fire element includes all the physical processes that involve energetic
transformation, including digestion and the regulation of body heat. A well-balanced
fire element is also essential for healthy skin, as blemishes and rashes are often red
and fiery, an indication of too much internal heat.
People whose disposition is too fiery are often impulsive or “hot under the collar.”
They are easily annoyed and have a low tolerance for other people’s viewpoints. But
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too little fire can have the opposite effect. If your inner fire is burning too low, you
may lack vitality and find it quite difficult to generate enthusiasm for projects and
ideas.
Send strong requests from your heart to Tara. In response, Tara sends light from her
heart to the fiery places in all universes. You might visualize Tara’s light reaching to
red rivers of lava and active volcanos, wild fires and forest fires, supernova and
fiercely burning stars, the molten core of the earth itself. The lights Tara sends have
little hooks on the ends that collect the essence of the fire element as coral-colored,
red-orange light and liquid and absorbs it to herself. Then she showers you with the
perfect blessings of the fire element as a flood of poppy red light and liquid.
Now recite the mantra: OM TARE TUTTARE TURE SOHA x 3.
A healthy fire element strengthens your will power and helps you to feel passionate
and inspired about what you are doing. Affirm that your fire element has been
purified and has come into perfect balance.
Section 4: HEALING THE AIR ELEMENT
The air element is associated with breathing and the breath itself. In essence, it is the
energy of movement within the body and is responsible for circulation, respiration,
elimination and sexual release.
The air element is also associated with the mind and with mental functioning. Too
much air can make you feel like an “air head”- flighty, unsettled, impatient, or
excessively nervous. Too little air can dull your mind and make you feel confused.
You easily get stuck in difficult situations, and you may also find it hard to concentrate
or meditate.
As before, send a strong request to Tara. She radiates hook-like lights from her heart
that travel to touch all the windy places – green treetops bending in the breeze,
powerful windstorms and hurricanes, wind-swept grasslands and wind-driven
cloudscapes. From these, she collects the perfect essence of air and draws it back to
herself as a brilliant emerald green light. Then, as you recite her mantra, she showers
you inside and out with the emerald essence or air, healing and revitalizing your life
force and rejuvenating your mental consciousness.
Now recite the mantra: OM TARE TUTTARE TURE SOHA x 3.
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When your air element is in balance, your mind is curious and flexible, and you have
the ability to move effortlessly to new thoughts and new perceptions. You learn from
mistakes and can more easily transform negative states of mind such as anger and
jealousy into positive ones such as love and compassion. Affirm that your air element
has been rejuvenated and has come into perfect balance.
Section 5: HEALING THE SPACE ELEMENT
The final element to be healed is space. In Tibetan philosophy, space is much more
than simply a vacuum. Rather, is the element that makes room for everything else to
exist. Without space, everything within your body and everything in the external world
would be smashed together.
Too much space can make you “spacy.” Too little space can have the opposite effect.
You may feel crushed or oppressed, claustrophobic or suffocated.
Again, you send strong requests to Tara, and she sends hook-like lights out into space
– not just physical space where the planets and galaxies whirl, but the infinite space of
potential for manifestation. As you say her mantra, Tara collects the essence of space
as sapphire blue light and liquid and pours this deep blue essence into and through
you, helping you to be more spacious and accommodating.
Now recite the mantra: OM TARE TUTTARE TURE SOHA x 3
A well-balanced space element allows you to be open-minded and “spacious” enough
to accommodate the various thoughts, moods, experiences, and feelings that make up
your life. You are neither crowded by your experiences nor disconnected from them.
You allow everything to happen in its own time and in its own way. There is enough
room for your life to happen. Affirm that the space element in your body is purified,
harmonized and perfectly balanced.
This concludes the meditation on healing with the five elements. End with the
closing verses of Tara’s prayer:
If forseeing signs of premature death, by consistently practicing the path of Noble Tara may I become
a vessel worthy of receiving the powerful blessings of immortality. By this virtue may I quickly attain
the essence of Noble Tara and secure every being without exception in that state.
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